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Go Further.
This is the mantra we adopted this year. In two words, we established an attitude for our team, and we established an identity
– it’s what made us Warriors. These two words became the foundation of our success. We challenged well over 40 kids to
‘Go Further’, and as we transitioned from light workout sessions at Algonquin College to crash and bang Warrior football,
some players weren’t willing to accept that challenge. Those players didn’t earn a spot on this team. Every single one of our
Warriors earned their spot on this team by accepting our challenge to ‘Go Further’. Be proud, boys.
As a coaching staff, we identified areas that needed to be strong in order to be successful. Fundamentally, we wanted to be a
strong tackling team. We wanted to be a strong blocking team. We wanted to have dominant special teams. And most
importantly, we wanted to be the hardest working team in NCAFA. We wanted to ‘Go Further’ than our competition.
At the end of our first practice, after only 6 sprints, the beautiful spring evening was interrupted with a loud, unpleasant sound.
Startled at first, I soon identified the sound as the huffing and puffing of our young team! Our Warriors had some work to do!
To our delight, the boys committed to the sprints, and bought in to our team identity as an honest, hard working football team.
It paid off! The boys didn’t have to wait long to see their hard work translate into success. In our first game, against West
Carleton, we were staring down overtime as time was expiring. Undaunted, our boys ‘Went Further’ and pulled out a last play
thriller on an 80 yard run to give us the win. What a feeling!
As the season progressed, our goal was to improve every practice. The effort from the players never wavered, but we still
had our ups and downs. But then something special happened. We went up against the undefeated Bel-Air Lions. We were
counted out before we even stepped on the field. In fact, we were already pencilled in for a loss on www.ncafa.ca. Trailing by
a wide margin late in the game our boys never quit. We just kept coming! And coming! And coming! We fell short by just a
few points that night, but I could not have been more proud of our boys. We proved to ourselves that night that we were for
real. We showed our guts, our courage, and our character. That night showed me that we had something special.
We entered the B-Cup playoffs as the last ranked team. Nobody expected us to win… except us. After completely
dominating Gatineau in the semi-finals we earned a rematch with a bitter rival: Myers Riders, who had beaten us in a tough
game in the regular season. We were going to get our revenge. Our boys brought the pain all game. Myers could not stop us.
It was our day! Now, we can all say, LOUD and PROUD: Mission accomplished!! Well done!! What a great football game! It is
one that we will all remember for years. I’m extremely proud of what we were all able to achieve throughout the season, and it
culminated in a fantastic finish and yet another championship for the Bell Warriors. That feeling never gets old!
As head coach, I would like to extend a heartfelt thanks to all the coaches. I was blessed with having such a dedicated, and
passionate coaching staff. It was truly an honour coaching with you gentlemen. To Veronica our manager, I want to offer my
sincere thanks to you for taking on such a huge responsibility, which allowed the coaches to focus on the players. You were a
huge part of our success. To Grant, our trainer, you had a tough job that you made look easy. The players were in very
capable hands; thank you for all your time and effort. To the rest of the army of volunteers and parents: thank you so much
for all your help and support. It does not go unnoticed and we truly do appreciate it. I wish I had more room to thank you all
individually.
Lastly, I’d like to thank the players. This team was yours. It was your effort, dedication, and commitment to the team that led
to our success. It is my sincere hope that all of you had a positive experience with football this year, and you continue to be
involved with this incredible game for years to come. To the graduating players: I would like to thank you for your efforts, and
contributions. You have maintained our winning tradition at Mosquito and I know the Peewees are expecting big things of you
next season! To the returning players: You stepped in and helped this team win another B-Cup. Our mission next year is
clear: we’re getting our name back on that A-Cup Trophy! Get started on your push-ups and sprints!
I look forward to seeing you all on the field next football season. Warriors for Life! Go Further!

Coach Jon Ferguson
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2011 NCAFA MOSQUITO FINAL STANDINGS
WEST

GP

W

L

PF PA PTS

Bel-Air Lions

8

8

0

310

81

16

Nepean Redskins

8

7

1

359 132

14

Myers Riders

8

5

3

160 136

10

Bell Warriors

8

4

4

205 161

8

Brockville Buccaneers

8

1

7

38 244

2

Kanata Knights

8

1

7

159 332

2

West Carleton Wolverines

8

1

7

106 218

2

W

L

PF PA PTS

EAST

GP

Cumberland Panthers

8

8

0

328

34

16

South Ottawa Mustangs

8

6

2

234

50

12

Gatineau Vikings

8

5

3

262

79

10

Mews Orleans Bengals

8

4

4

168 126

8

North Gloucester Giants

8

3

5

151 100

6

Gloucester South Raiders

8

2

6

136 142

4

Cornwall Wildcats

8

1

7

38 352

2
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BELL WARRIORS MOSQUITO 2011 SCHEDULE
REGULAR SEASON
BELL WARRIORS

14

WEST CARLETON WOLVERINES

8

BELL WARRIORS

36

BROCKVILLE BUCCANEERS

0

BELL WARRIORS

6

MYERS RIDERS

9

BELL WARRIORS

46

KANATA KNIGHTS

8

BELL WARRIORS

0

BELL WARRIORS

SOUTH OTTAWA MUSTANGS

21

49

CORNWALL WILDCATS

20

BELL WARRIORS

22

BEL-AIR LIONS

28

BELL WARRIORS

32

NEPEAN REDSKINS

67

A - CUP QUARTER - FINALS
BELL WARRIORS

18

CUMBERLAND PANTHERS

50

B - CUP SEMI – FINALS
BELL WARRIORS

60

GATINEAU VIKINGS

35

B – CUP FINALS
BELL WARRIORS

30

MYERS RIDERS

2011 NCAFA Mosquito Chorney B-Cup Champions

BELL WARRIORS
4
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BELL WARRIORS 2011 TEAM ROSTER
OFFENCE
NUMBER

NAME

POS

BIRTHDATE

3

Josh Streng

QB

April 5, 2000

5

Alexander Meek

SB

April 21, 2000

7

Sam Roberts

RB

May 10, 1999

13

Tristan Mallett

SB

February, 26, 1999

15

Dylan Ward

WR

September 24, 1999

17

Wyatt Krekeler

WR

December 4, 1999

25

Noah Hemming

FB

January 16, 2000

27

Jean Murat

WR

August 12, 2000

37

Luke Dulmage

SB

February 28, 2000

43

Jonah Ghadban

OL

October 1, 2000

45

Steven Schwartz

C

July 22, 2000

55

Zachary Statham-Souliere OL

March 27, 1999

63

Owen Crouch

OL

May 1, 1999

65

Connor England

OL

March 2, 2000

67

Aidan Wilson

OL

December 20, 1999

73

Marlon Pierre

OL

December 19, 1999
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BELL WARRIORS 2011 TEAM ROSTER
DEFENCE
NUMBER

NAME

POS

BIRTHDATE

2

Tyler Brohman

LB

February 15, 1999

4

Charlie Harris

DT

February 21, 2000

6

James Keenan

DB

December 16, 2000

12

Giuseppe Papalia

DB

December 27, 1999

14

Malik Yusuf

LB

May 2, 2000

16

Alex Hart

DT

December 8, 1999

22

Noah Hunt

DT

October 2, 2000

24

Demar Welsh

LB

February 22, 1999

26

Ralph Jean-Jacques

DB

February 13, 2000

34

Jayden Telus

DB

August 19. 1999

36

Shayne Forsyth

LB

August 8, 2000

44

Cole Condly

DB

February 8, 2000

54

Josh Smegal

DE

October 25, 1999

68

Gabriel Ghadban

DT

October 1, 2000

84

Ryan Pacholik

DE

June 1, 2000
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BELL WARRIORS 2011 PLAYER NOTES
DEFENCE
#2 Tyler “The Come-Back Kid” Brohman (LB): Tyler is a long time Warrior, and a
player the coaches have come to rely on. He was asked to do a lot this year. He started
the year on defence, before making the move to offence. He was then moved back to
defence. It is extremely difficult to make that many changes, but Tyler made it look
easy. It was an impressive season for one of our captains. Tyler, thank you for your
contributions and team first mentality. It will serve you well as you move on to Peewee.
#4 “Concrete Charlie” Harris (DT): Charlie was a first year Mosquito that established
himself as a solid contributor as the season progressed. His big frame and tough
playing style allowed him to find success at a number of positions. He eventually settled
in at defensive tackle and brought stability to the teeth of our defence. His hard hitting
style is fun to watch, and we look forward to seeing his development as a football player
next season. Great work Charlie.
#6 James “The Natural” Keenan (DB): James was a first year Mosquito who quickly
demonstrated to the coaching staff that he was a gamer. He captained the secondary,
and helped that unit to become one of the best defensive backfields in NCAFA. James’
willingness to learn and improve his craft is an incredible asset as a football player.
James had a superb season and expectations are even higher going forward as James
will be a cornerstone of the Mosquito team next season. Way to go James.
#12 Giuseppe “Game Day” Papalia (DB): Giuseppe is a smart player that always
knew his responsibility, and responsibilities of those around him. Football is a mental
game first and foremost, and this is where Giuseppe excelled. He was a reliable player
in our secondary and we didn’t have to worry about mistakes from #12. Giuseppe was
always ready to bring his ‘A-game’ on game day. Congratulations on a great year.
#14 Malik “All Day” Yusuf (LB): Malik, as a first year player, turned in an impressive
season. He accomplished the rare feat of becoming a captain as a first year Mosquito,
and as a first year player. His football instincts are off the charts. His natural ability,
coupled with his willingness to buy into our system, allowed Malik to have a dominant
season. Malik we’re looking forward to seeing what you can do at Mosquito again next
season. You had an impressive season Malik.
#16 Alex “Smiley” Hart (DT): Alex was a first year player who quickly established
himself as a guy who would give his full effort. Alex found a home on the defensive line
and was a steady contributor. His ‘never give up’ attitude was apparent to the coaches.
His dedication to the team was impressive all season. Congratulations Alex.
#22 Noah “The Professor” Hunt (DT): Noah is the kind of kid who is easy to coach.
He is a smart kid who makes an effort to do all the little things right. He knew the
playbook inside and out – not only his position, but all the others as well. He was willing
to learn any position to get himself on the field. Noah quickly absorbed a complex
defence, and clearly studied his playbook. That work ethic will serve you well on next
year’s team Noah.
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#24 “Diesel Demar” Welsh (LB): Demar was a 2nd year player who became a force to
be reckoned with, and a nightmare to opposing offences. He was asked to play a
number of positions, and he excelled at all of them. He helped solidify the middle of our
defence, and led by example. Demar also served as a captain on our defence and did a
great job. Good luck next season at Peewee.
#26 Ralph “Island” Jean-Jacques (DB): Ralph is a first year Mosquito who was given
the assignment of being on ‘the island’. Ralph showed steady improvement all year,
and by the end of the season he was one of the most dominant shut down corners in
the league. His pick-6 in the B-Cup was massive! Ralph’s progression as a football
player this year was truly impressive, and we are expecting big things from him next
year. Be proud of your season this year.
#34 Jayden “Prime Time” Telus (DB): When the game starts, Jayden is ready to go!
Playing the other corner position, Jayden had a very strong season. He didn’t give
opposing receivers any breathing room, and was a solid run supporter. He was a player
that was always around the ball – a trait that coaches love to see. It was a pleasure
coaching you, Jayden. Congratulations on a great season.
#36 Shayne “Lights Out” Forsyth (LB): Shayne made the transition from Tyke to
Mosquito look easy. He was asked to play both inside and outside linebacker and
excelled at both. Shayne is a very solid tackler, and plays a hard-nosed, ‘throwback’
style of football that coaches love. Shayne does his talking with his play, another
admirable trait, and we are looking forward to see him back at Mosquito again next
season.
#44 Cole “The Flash” Condly (DB): Cole was a first year player who could be
counted on in any situation, and at any position. As coaches, having a player like Cole
is a real luxury. He was able to step into any position and do a great job. He bought into
our philosophy of being versatile and being able to play multiple positions. These things
do not go unnoticed, and it will give you an edge going into next season. Well done.
#54 Josh “Sling-Shot” Smegal (DE): Josh came back to football after a one year
absence and didn’t miss a beat. Josh quickly found his spot at defensive end, and
became a very effective pass rusher, and well as a reliable contain guy. His speed, and
long reach were perfectly suited to DE and he excelled. Congratulations on a great
season Josh.
#68 Gabriel “The Fridge” Ghadban (DT): Gabriel was a first year Mosquito who
came to the defence from the offence. Gabriel injected size and enthusiasm into the
interior of our defence as a D-tackle. Gabriel quickly picked up the defensive system
and became a very valuable player for us by plugging up the ‘A’ and ‘B’ gaps. We’re
looking forward to seeing Gabriel progress in his second year at Mosquito. Great job!
#84 Ryan “The Bullet” Pacholik (DE): Ryan was another first year player who moved
up from Tyke. Ryan worked hard at perfecting his foot work and hand work, and
became a threat off the edge from his defensive end position. Ryan became a
consistent contributor on the defence in large part to his commitment to learning the
system and applying the correct techniques. We look forward to seeing you back at
Mosquito, Ryan.
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OFFENCE
#3 Joshua “Straight Arm” Streng (QB): Josh moved from running back to
quarterback midway through the season and immediately brought a calm and
disciplined approach to the offence. Josh is a tough runner whose legendary straight
arm technique surprised some bigger defensive opponents. His grasp of the offensive
playbook was most apparent during the playoffs when he frequently changed the play
at the line of scrimmage. Josh is a pleasure to coach. His second year in mosquito will
be one to watch.
#5 Alexander “I Know Coach” Meek (SB): Alexander’s first year of football was an
impressive one. He quickly grasped the offence and became an integral part of the
power sweep. Being a receiver on a mostly running team can be challenging however
Alexander accepted his role with enthusiasm. Alexander`s next year of mosquito will
be an impressive one.
#7 Sam “Freight Train” Roberts (RB): Sam was one of many players that were
asked to switch positions mid season. Accounting for over half of the defensive stops
at the switch, Sam became equally dominant on offence. He learned the offence in a
matter of a few practices and became unstoppable in the backfield. His sheer will to
win proved too much for defences.
#13 Tristan “Roadrunner” Mallett (SB): Tristan was another blocking receiver for the
most part. Tristan had some challenging games this year and at times was frustrated
with his results. He quickly adopted the one play at a time philosophy and fought
through some difficult games. Tristan is a tough competitor with the heart of a warrior.
Congratulations on a great year.
#15 Dylan “Superman” Ward (WR): Dylan`s first year of football was a memorable
one. Often outsized, Dylan showed courage and an unmatched determination
throughout the year. A good blocker that understood his role, Dylan always gave 100
percent. Dylan, be proud of your year. Thank you for an outstanding effort.
#17 Wyatt “Ghost Rider” Krekeler (WR): Wyatt is a quiet but determined young man
that became a reliable part of the offence. Playing multiple positions, Wyatt always
gave all he had to every play during practice or a game. His speed and quick feet will
prove valuable as he moves up to Peewee. Congratulations Wyatt.
#25 Noah “Knockout” Hemming (FB): Noah`s first year of football was one of the
most dominating in recent years. His punishing running style and knock out lead
blocking became a key component to the offensive playbook. Other teams quickly
learned to keep their head on a swivel for 25.
#27 Jean “Mean Machine” Murat (WR): Jean gave all he had during every play. His
lightning speed will be a big part of the 2012 Warriors. Thank you for all your hard work
Jean. Congratulations.
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#37 Luke “Cat In The Hat” Dulmage (SB): Luke was an integral part of the offence
this year.
Luke played three different positions on offence and soon became an
effective blocker and receiver. He did all that was asked of him and more.
Congratulations Luke.
#43 Jonah “What’s my Name Coach!” Ghadban (OL): As he puts it....the better
looking of the Twins of Destruction...Jonah was a pleasure to coach and a team
favourite with the offensive crew. Playing multiple positions, Jonah had a successful
year. He steadily progressed all year. His 2012 year in mosquito will be a great one to
witness. Jonah Rocket Left!!!
#45 Steven “The Anchorman” Schwartz (C): Steven took on a difficult position and
made it his own. He dominated the middle of the line both in his pass blocking and run
blocking. Steven`s abilities progressed steadily throughout the year as did his
confidence. Another returning player, Stevens 2012 campaign will be a memorable
one. Be proud of what you accomplished Steven.
#55 Zachary “Zack Attack” Souliere (OL): Zack was dominant both as an offensive
lineman and as a fullback. His only response to anything that was asked of him was
“yes coach”! His most memorable moment was his 35 yard touchdown run. Defenders
parted like The Red Sea when they saw Zack turn the corner in full stride. Zach Attack,
thank you for a great effort this year. We could not have done it without you.
#63 Owen “Silent Assasin” Couch (OL): Owen was one of many players that was
asked to change positions mid season. He did so with a great attitude and enthusiasm.
He provided rock solid protection to the right side of the line as well as backing up other
positions. Owen is a hard hitter and is going to have a great returning year. Thank you
for a great effort Owen . I appreciate all your hard work.
#65 Connor “The Rage” England (OL): Connor was a first year player that quickly
picked up the game and progressed steadily throughout the year. Helping Zack on the
left side, Connor provided much of the run blocking against bigger, faster opponents.
Connor is a pleasure to coach and a great addition to the Warrior Family. Thank you
for all your hard work.
#67 Aidan “Great Wall of China” Wilson (OL): Aidan switched positions not once but
twice. A positive force on the offence, Aidan gave all he had all the time. Aidan is just
realizing his potential as a football player. His upside is impressive. Aidan, thank you
for your hard work and dedication. Good luck in 2012.

#73 Marlon “Coach Am I In This” Pierre (OL): Marlon was a first year player that
quickly adapted to the hard work and struggle of a football team. A quiet player who, at
times, showed amazing potential Marlon has a tremendous upside. Marlon, Thank you
for your hard work. Keep up the hard work and we will see you in 2012.
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2011 BELL WARRIORS COACHES AND STAFF
JON FERGUSON
MIKE POLITO
JOE PAPALIA
JASON MOUSSEAU
KEN SCHWARTZ
DANNY MALLETT

Head Coach
Offensive Coordinator
Defensive Coordinator
Assistant Defensive Coordinator
Assistant Offensive Coordinator
Assistant Offensive Coordinator

VERONICA PAPALIA
GRANT ENGLAND

Team Manager
Trainer

ABOUT THE BELL WARRIORS: The Bell Warriors Minor Football Club offers an amateur
tackle football program for boys and girls between the ages of 8 and 17. The Club has been in
existence since 1955, with a team in the Pee Wee division. As the league has expanded, so
to have the Warriors, and now has close to 138 players competing annually at the Tyke,
Mosquito, PeeWee and Bantam levels. Our territory includes Bells Corners, Crystal Beach,
Bayshore, Britannia, Stittsville, Richmond and Munster. Our organization stresses skills
development, sportsmanship, and the value of teamwork. Over fifty volunteers help us to
attain these goals through their efforts as club executives, coaches, conveners, event
organizers and as bingo workers. Without their help, the Club would not be able to function.
BELL WARRIORS CONTACT INFO:
Club President:

Jim Wagdin, P.O. Box 539, Richmond, K0A 2Z0
Telephone: (613) 838-5483
Email: jimwagdin@smartsmurf.ca

Website:

www.bellwarriors.ca

Team Photographer:

Wanda Keenan
Web: www.keenansportsphotography.com

Program Printing:
14 Concourse Gate, Suite 400, Ottawa
Telephone: (613) 288-2885
Web: www.missionstream.ca

Thank You Everyone!
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